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REAMING STABILIZER  
RSTAB01
DESCRIPTION

Our ‘Reamer’ Stabilizer is designed to optimise and introduce the benefits often found in the 
use of Roller-Reamers but removing the risk of bearing failure, the loss of roller cone sections 
together with their retention and due to their design component flex. We manufacture the 
‘Reamer’ Stabilizer from AISI 4145 H-Mod 30 -36 RC material to NS-1 specification and are 
inspected to NS-2 , DS1 Cat 3-5 & API latest edition. 

The ‘Reamer’ Stabilizer has been found to smooth the hole, reducing micro ledge and dogleg, 
vibration and lower torque due the much lower (+/-75%) point stabilisation and use of 
proprietary domed inserts in a choice of materials, meanwhile the protection of the BHA is 
maintained and often enhanced.

Many of our customers utilise the ‘Reamer’ Stabilizer in swelling formation types where potential 
back reaming is required. We have received positive feedback from clients who have found 
casing runs difficult before introducing the Stabilizer in the prior drilling run. The maintenance 
of integrity and back reaming capabilities has allowed the casing to be inserted without hang up, 
reducing the need to re-trip and clean out the hole.

For assurance and enhanced ability we can insert PDC inserts into the back ends of each blade, 
increasing the back reaming capability. We recommend this when our clients feel they will 
encounter problems with hole relax, swelling and subsequent casing run, with the potential to 
save rig time.

Our ‘Reamer’ Stabilizers have been used extensively and successfully in the demanding UK North 
Sea and onshore Poland on extended reach long duration applications, onshore Paris Basin area 
in France on long duration runs and onshore Romania on high dog leg and tortuosity profiles.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
//  Provided as a near bit or string configuration with a bi-directional design, this gives 

enhanced reaming support
//  A reaming contact and stabilisation area greater than that of a Roller-Reamer, improving 

micro ledge removal and improving steering accuracy and performance when used in a near 
or at bit configuration

//  A proven solution in hard rock or chert layers where they will be reamed away with minimal 
borehole micro deflection

//  An integrally strong and improved duration suitable for back reaming ideal for upper most 
bottom hole assembly placement

//  Much greater relative to a Roller-Reamer fluid bypass and velocity improving cuttings 
stimulation and mitigating drop out
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TOOL OD NUMBER OF BLADES BLADE WIDTH CROWN LENGTH OVERALL LENGTH CONNECTIONS

6” 3 2-1/2” 19" 75-1/2” NC38 NC38

8-1/2” 4 2-1/2” 22" 86" NC50 NC50

9-7/8” 4 2-1/2” 22” 86” XT39 XT39

12-1/4” 5 3" 22” 97" 6-5/8” 6-5/88” 

16” 5 3" 24” 100" 7-5/8” 7-5/8” 

17-1/2” 5 3” 24” 100” 7-5/8” 7-5/8” 

23” 5 4” 26” 105” 7-5/8” 7-5/8” 

30” 5 4” 26” 105” 7-5/8” 7-5/8” 

36” 5 4” 26” 105” 7-5/8” 7-5/8” 

*  THE INFORMATION SUPPLIED ABOVE DETAILS THE STANDARD DIMENSIONS THAT ARE STANDARD WITHIN TITAN TOOLS REAMING 
STABILIZERS. OTHER SIZES ETC CAN BE SUPPLIED AS PER CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS. ALL NEW MANUFACTURE STABILIZERS MEET NS1 
SPECIFICATION & ALL PREMIUM REAMING STABILIZERS FULLY COMPLY TO NS2 SPECIFICATIONS.

SPECIFICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

//  Hole Cleaning 

//  Cutting bed removal

//  Keyseat, Ledge and micro dog-leg removal

//  Directional or vertical hole

//  High temperature reaming

//  Available in box x box or pin x box connections


